Subscribe to Open preserves our longstanding library relationships and payments, with subscription revenue used to publish journals through conditional open access. Introduced for the 2025 subscription year, it offers a balanced and sustainable transition to OA that eases the financial burden on authors, fostering inclusiveness and expanding the global accessibility and impact of molecular bioscience research.

For researchers

- Eliminates barriers related to publication costs
- Ensures researchers have an equal opportunity to share their work
- Maximises the accessibility and impact of research

For institutions

- Community participation for OA
- Uses established processes and existing library budgets
- Enables wider access to high quality research
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Find out more about Subscribe to Open or reach out to our Sales team for further information.
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Supporting molecular bioscientists

Our OA vision only works with a collective will to make it happen. Support from libraries and researchers makes our charitable activities possible, with all publishing surpluses recycled into initiatives designed to support molecular bioscientists throughout their careers.

"The Biochemical Society’s core mission is to support the bioscience community and our publishing activities contribute enormously to this endeavour. As well as making the Society’s charitable aims financially possible, open access publishing serves our ambition to promote an inclusive research ecosystem that harnesses the breadth of bioscience disciplines."

Professor Dame Julia Goodfellow, President of the Biochemical Society